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obligations under Contract N-33561 (Ww-6) with the Jet Propulsion 
Iaboratory, California InatitUte of Technology. It collects 8ome of 
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physical properties of the Moon and planets. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
As in the first quarter, amador fraction of the RAND research 
effort during the second quarter centered on studies pertinent to 
the scientific instrumentation to be carried on the first Venus space 
probe. In addition, research is progressing in more general studies 
of the physical characteristics and environments of the near planete. 
Chapter I1 of thia report gives the background of RAND partici- 
pation in the Venus probe experiment and a summary of pertinent 
activities during the paet quarter. 
devoted to a description of other research undertaken under the 
auspices of the JPL contract and to a discussion of the specific 
research results, which are documented in the form of brief technical 
notes or abstracts of longer papers in C'napters IV-XI of t ' d s  report. 
A summary is also provided of visits to RAND under the auspices of the 
RAND--JPL contract by scientists from other organizations. 
The remainder of that chapter is 
Chapter I11 summarizes briefly certain current studies underway 
within the RAND Corporation under other contracts which deal in some 
way with the space environment and the physical properties of the 
planets, 
document part of the research of the past quarter. 
Chapters IV-XI present abstracts and technical notes which 
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I1 REVIEW OF FUSEARCH UNDER THE RAND--JPL CONTRACT 
IXJKKNG TliE SECOND QUARTER 
erly in the quarter, the NASA Subcommittee on Planetary and 
Interplanetary Gciences decided against the light ecatterlng--polsrlza- 
tion exporiment proposed by D. Deimendjian and 2. Sekera for Venue 
Space Probe P-37. A deecription of this experiment can be found in 
the first RAM) Quarterly Progress Report, RM=2661JPL, 8ept. 30, 1960. 
However, the Subcommittee, following the recommendation of JPL, 
appointed D. Deirmendjian and 2, Elekera, along with C. Barth (JPL) 
and J. Chamberlain (Yerkee Obeenratory) SB experimenters on the ultra- 
violet spectrometer to be flown on the Venuo apace probe. 
nary evaluation of the scientific merite of such an instrument and 
what it might achieve had already been provided to JPL by RAND. 
Chap. VI by W. W. Kelloge in IF.I 2661 . 
A prelimi- 
(8ee 
During the quarter a number of discuseions of the ultraviolet 
spectrometer were held within the RAND Planetary Sciences Deprtment, 
m d  with JPL representatives. December 5, at a meeting held at RIWD, 
the instrument and the type5 of clata it can be expected to prwide 
were discufified alon8 with the role of the variouo experimenters in the 
malysio of the data. 
C. Earth, and R.  Newburn, all of JPL; J. Chomberlain of Yerkes, 
L. Wallace of the University of Chicago, M. H .  Davis, D. Deimendjian, 
and 0. Schilling of RAND, and 2, Seherrt of UCLA, RAND consultant. 
Thoce attending were R. Davies, D. Margetts, 
One result of the meeting was agreement t o  align the  entrance s l i t  of 
the spectrometer so as t o  be parallel  t o  the  Venus terminator on the 
most probable trajectory.  
v i s i ted  the  Space Technology Laboratories' ins ta l la t ion  i n  Canoga Park 
t o  see the  instrumental developnent f irst  hand. 
Af'ter the  meeting, most of those attending 
M e  Ha Davis, D. DeirmendJian, and Z. Sekera v is i ted  JPL on 
December 21 f o r  fur ther  discussions with R. Newburn, D. Margetts, and 
D. Spurlin. 
Deirmendjian and Selrera t o  Newburn, the Assistant Project Scientist ,  
outlining t h e i r  position on the Spectrometer design, and indicating 
the  results they hope t o  achieve from the  experiment, This le t te r  
has been rexri t ten as a technical note and appears i n  t h i s  report as 
Chapter IV. 
An outcome of these two meetings was a le t te r  from 
Throughout t h i s  period, Deirmendjian and Sekera have been i n  
close contact with Dr. Newburn and have responded t o  several requests 
f o r  specific assistance; in  pcrticular, f ~ r  e a t i m t e a  of light intensi- 
t i e s  t o  be expected from emission and scat ter ing by the  Venus 
atmosphere, and f o r  an appraisal of the  spectral  region required f o r  
t h e i r  analyses. 
Besides the ac t iv i t i e s  just  described, which pertained d i rec t ly  
t o  the  ul t raviolet  spectrometer, research has been i n  progress on 
more general aspects of planetary sciences. 
Y. Mintz, of the  UCLA Meteorology Department and a consultant t o  
the  RAND Planetary Sciences Department, i s  conducting a broad program 
of research i n  planetary meteorology. H e  is at present preparing a 
paper on theorcttical models of the atmospheric circulation of Mars 
and Venus. 
included as Chapter V of this report. Professor Mintz has also been 
concerned with the interpretation of the Venus microwave radiometric 
data. His views on the Venus atmosphere, which are not easily 
reconciled with the very high surface temperature apparently implied 
by the radiometric measurements, were expressed in s letter to Dr. 
Jones of JPL. 
here as Chapter VI. 
An abstract of this paper, which is nearly complete, is 
This letter, rewritten aB atechnical note, I s  included 
With an eye to space probes that w i l l  inalude atmospheric entry 
packages, 0.  Schilling makes the point in Chapter V I 1  that from 
atmospheric data currently available, it appears that the engineering 
problems for Mars entry are considerably easier than those for Venus 
entry. The decelerations expected in Mars atmospheric entry are 
nearly an order of magnitude mailer, and the maximum heating  load^, 
significantly less. 
Eimer of JPL. 
These ideas were expressed in a letter to Dr.P.i. 
A very general epistemological study is under way by A. WilSOfi 
of the Planetary Sciences Department on how best to exploit the 
scientific means that are becoming available for the exploration of 
space. 
experiments based on these ideas is presented in Chapter V I I I .  
A brief discussion of a new way of looMng at planetary 
An analysis was made by M. H. Davis and G. Schilling of the 
orbital behavior of the Echo I artificial earth satellite. On the 
basis of this analysis, an estimate was made of atmospheric densities 
in the earth's exosphere. A significant conclusion drawn is that the 
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concept of a "model atmosphere" is still useful for the exosphere. 
This work is reported in Chapter IX, which will become a technical 
paper f o r  the open literature, possibly after some amplification. 
Research such as this, since it reveals new results with regard to the 
earth's exosphere, has important implications with regard to the 
space environment near Mars andVenus. 
In the interpretation of the data from a planetary probe, one 
problem w i l l  be to visualize the trajectory and the angular relation- 
ships between the probe, the target planet, and the sun. J. Kern has 
devised a method for presentingtrajectory information in a fom which 
is at once simple, quickly interpreted and immediately usefU1. 
Chapter X outlines this method, which derives from the stereographic 
projection methods commonly used in geology. 
by takAng as a specific example, a preliminary trajectory provided 
RAND by JPL for the Venus P-37 probe. 
The method is illustrated 
Some ideas on the determination nf the trejertory of R fipc;e 
probe from on-board observation made in the vicinity of the target 
planet are presented in Chapter X I  by T. Mullikin. 
does not appear applicable immediately but may serve as a basis for 
developing other interesting attacks on the problem. 
The method discussed 
Visitors to RAND under JPL contract support. During the last 
week in September, 1$0, Dr. T. Gehrels of the Astronomy Department 
of the University of Indiana visited RAXD at the invitation of 
D. Deirmendjian. He delivered a lecture on his measurements of the 
t 
pol-arization of the light from Venus and presented ideas on possible 
~U. I -~~XL-JPL 
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observations of planets from balloons. 
held with member6 of the Planetary Sciences Department, particularly 
with D. DcirmendJian, on scattering by planetary atmospheres. 
November 9, Dr. A. Dollfus of the Paris Observatory visited RAND 
Informal discussions were 
for informal discussions. He also delivered a lecture on his obser- 
vations of the polarization of light from Mars. 
Dr. D. Jones of JPL visited RAND on December 5, 3360 to discuss 
h i s  interpretation of the microwave radiometric observations of Venus 
with P. Goldberg, Y. Mintz and other RAND staff members and consultants. 
Dr. Fred Whipple, the director of the Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory visited RAND for several days In December f o r  discussions 
with members of the Planetary Bciences Department. 
lectures, one on the orbiting telescope for ultraviolet survey, the 
other a review of h i s  recent work on meteoric dust. Dr. Whipple is 
He presented two 
a consultant t o  the RAND Planetary Sciences DeparWcnt. 
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111 SOME PROJECT RAND ACTIVITIES 
RELATED To THE: 1IIWD-JPL CONTRACP 
Since there are many studies being pursued at  RAND under Project 
RAND and other projects tha t  deal i n  some way with the  space environ- 
ment and the  planets, the discussion here i s  included merely t o  provide a 
brief description of certain of these ac t iv i t i e s  t h a t  may be of 
particular interest  t o  JPL, 
A research memorandum, RM-2567, "Summary of Orbital  and Physical 
Data f o r  the Planet Mars" by D, Kirby w&s prepared last summer under 
Project RAND. 
outl ine the bibliographic sources of planetary data needed f o r  
engineering studies and generally t o  r e l a t e  what i s  known or  suspected 
by the astronomer with what i s  needed by the engineer. 
Some further work i s  j n  progress whose object i s  t o  
H. Schcchter has made an extenoive study of ways t o  compute 
impulsive 3-dimensional interplanetary traJectorieo simply and rapidly. 
The work has been reported i n  a RAND paper, P-2157, "Determination of 
Interplanetary Transfer Orbits for Specified Date of Departure," 
December 1960. 
gating low-thrust t ra jector ies .  
I n  the next few months. he also expects t o  be investi-  
B. Roehm and R. T. Gabler have developed n general atmospheric- 
entry promam fo r  the TEN 7030, wh-lch has found extensive use within 
RAND. 
t r a j cc to r i  c:; oi' cnt;ry C ~ G I I ~  w 0  
This progrm might be useful i n  the investigation of the 
Among the  ac t iv i t i e s  of thc Aerodynamics Group of the  Aero- 
Astronautics Department, there  has been some rcaearch in to  the  thenno- 
dynamics of possible Venus atmosphcres. Ewlier work i s  summarized i n  
RM-2292, "Thermodynamic Properties of Carbon Dioxide t o  24,00O0 K with 
Poasible Application t o  the Atmosphere of Venus," by J. L. Raymond, 
November, 19%. 
has brought together i n  a novel way some recent data dealing with the 
Venus atmosphere. 
paper. Dr. Kaplan is  also monitoring current l i t e ra ture  f o r  RAND, 
seeking new data and methods of analysis t o  derive clues about the  
nature of the  Venus atmosphere. During the  summer of 1960, another 
consultant, Mr. W. Strahle, began a calculation of the thermodynamic 
properties of a possible Venus atmosphere composed of 85 per cent C02 
and 15 per cent N by volume. In  addition, the normal shock calcu- 
la t ions  were set up fo r  selected a l t i tudes  and speeds m d  are now 
being calcidatcd on the 113M - [ O y  c c ? m F l t e r .  
Recently, L. D. Kaplan of MIT, a RAND consultant, 
His results are t o  be published i n  a forthcoming 
2 
D. Deirmendjian is  continuing work on the theory of Mie scat ter-  
i ng  by par t ic les  with f i n i t e  conductivity. 
memorandum now i n  preparation deal with t h i s  problem. 
A paper and a RAND research 
A study of the  capture of meteoric material by a plrmet i s  being 
conducted by S. Dole, considering the  fundamental 3-body nature of the 
problem. 
called "general plmetoloey". Thc object is  t o  systematize the study 
of planets so tha t  n particular planet i s  not regarded as an isolated 
en t i ty ,  but ra ther  as a member of the  general class of planetary objects 
with such character is t ics  as a partjcular rotation r a t e ,  ,angle of 
H e  i s  also carrying on a long term study i n  what m i g h t  be 
~ ~ 4 - 2 7 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  
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inclination of the exis of rotation, o rb i ta l  eccentricity, and mem 
distance from a star of a certain type. 
th ia  CM be expected t o  yield important concepts re la t ing t o  planetary 
exploration, 
A general study such as 
IV--REMAl3KS ON THE UIlpRnVIOLGp 8 P E c T m E R  FOR THE MARINER A 
D. Deirmend3ian and Z.  Sekera 
The following obeervatione represent the authors' current 
thinking on t h e  ul t raviolet  spectrometer t o  be carried on apace probe 
Mariner - A.
1. S l i t  Orientation 
It is planned that the slit K i l l  be oriented parallel t o  the 
A l l  concerned agree tha t  t h i s  i a  desirable. terminator. 
2. Scanning the Planet 
Indioatione are t h a t  tho direction of spot ecmning chosen w i l l  
be a t  15 degrees inclination t o  the chord through the cueps. 
authors agree tha t  t h i s  is a good mode, since the detection and mapping 
of aurorae i a  one of the main obJectivee of the experiment. 
The 
Let us assume t h a t  the problem of s t ray  light has been solved 
and tha t  t h e  primary aperture of the system receives light from a 
more-or-less w e l l  defined area of the planet. 
t h e  number of spot measurement8 during a scan is constant and prede- 
termined but not tied t o  pos i t ion  with respect t o  the terminator l ine;  
i n  other word13, the area observed may be ent i re ly  i n  the  day or night 
hemisphere, it may atraddle the terminator, o r  it may be mostly the 
ni&t side with only a 5 m d l  pcrccntage of twilight zone. 
case may vcry well occur w i t h  t h e  prcccnt ocnnning mode, especially 
Suppoee further tha t  
The lat ter 
m . i - 2 7 1 1 - ~ ~ ~  
ll 
at planetary phase angles exceeding go. 
spectrometer w i l l  be dominated by characteristics of the twilight zone. 
The resulting spectrum, covering the whole region to 6 9 0 &  will be of 
utmost importance, both for the study of day glow and possible sunlit 
Then the light received by the 
auroral features and for the detection of oxygen and ozone in absorption. 
Such a spectrum would be easily identified with the twilight zone, 
since it should be quite different in intensity and shape from the pure 
day- or night-side spectra. 
3.  Spectral Range 
It has been suggested that the experiment be limited to wavelengths 
shorter than 4000R. 
tected from day-side spectra in the region 2500--3100~ with a 10-angstrom 
resolution. 
the terrestrial caee (2. Sekera and J.V. Dave, "Diffuse Reflection of Solar 
Ultraviolet Radiation in the Presence of Ozone," Sc. Rep. No. 4, UCLA, 1.360). 
If this becomeG necessary, ozone can still be de- 
This suggestion is based on a recent detailed analysis of 
We believe that the contractor's hands snouid not be tied by 
insistence at this early stage that the visible region of the spectrum 
be omitted. For the day side, the problem of sensitivity range could 
be solved by using a neutral filter or by reducing the entrance slit 
whenever the light level exceeds a certain preset limit. 
adequate analysis of the visible light f r o m  the sunlit part, it is 
not essential that a l l  mvelengbhc in the 4000--65008 region be 
For an 
recorded and transmitted. 
transmit only a set of wavelengths around certain regions; for example, 
around 4000, 4500, Y O O ,  5500, 6000, and 6 ~ 8 ;  i.e., six values 
It may be possible to preselect and 
from each spectral scan. This procedure may reveal the weak but 
.. 
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i m r . m r t a n t  Chnppujo bund oyctom of ozone, oupcclally at larae phuee 
an@.ea. 
Huggino regions ehould improve our eotlmtc of the mount of ozone 
i n  the ntmonphare of Venue. 
Cornparicon of dnta of th la  type with data from the Hartley- 
We underetand t h a t  the  grating is t o  be blazed In the ultra- 
violet .  
in tene i ty  of the night airglow and auroral apectre i n  the vieible  
region. 
important green and red oxygen emiseione, and if the  twi l igh t  %one 
i t 3  i n  fact  observed, any aodium reeonance ecat tar ine would be miseed, 
W e  muat point out t h a t  such a blaze would decreaee the 
Limiting the useful range t o  under 4OOOR eliminate8 the 
I!, Calibration 
Beet Calibration again& laboratory etandarde ehould be eought. 
Other preflight calibrstione are deelrable, such as t e s t ing  the 
epectrograph at the  e i t c  of current terrestrial airglow and aurora 
work (University of Alaska, National Bureau o f  Ytnndarde, Colorado) 
or even on the u l t r w i o l c t  oky l i g h t  for Unkehr ozone measurements, 
For calibrations in flight, an attempt; t o  Include a t  least one solar 
spectrum is highly d.oeirnble. 
3. Stray Ligh t  
Reduction or elimination of a t ray l i g h t  i e  of vary great 
importance f o r  tho night-side spectra, but it i o  a difficult problum 
in view of the large aperture of the  instrument md the limitations 
in the  cizo of t he  package, 
A more acute problem, however, ia t h a t  of a t ray  viaible  light 
f r o m  the  day side. Two methods of eliminating o r  reducing the s t ray  
l ight  come t o  mind. One is  an external f i l t e r  with low transmission 
i n  the vis ible  band, but it seems tha t  such f i l t e r s  are unavailable, 
and i n  general, any f i l ter  is undesirable because it cuts down the 
energy i n  all bands. 
The other method i s  t o  make an ultraviolet-sensit ive photomulti- 
p l i e r  the main sensor; in this m y  the v is ib le  s t ray  l ight  is reduced 
t o  a minimum even i f  it enters the optical  system. 
multiplier is wed, an auxiliary detector with msurhmm sens i t iv i ty  
i n  the visible should also be carried, t o  which the visible part of 
t he  spectrum can be deflected by an optical  f l a t  o r  other means 
whenever the  day side is being acanned. 
If the photo- 
For the sake of avoiding colrftusion, it i s  here suggested that 
the term "scattered light" not be  used i n  reference t o  t h i s  problem. 
The terms "stray light" and "internal reflections" appear less 
ambiguous, and the term "scattererl. light" 8hmld be used only when 
referr ing to sunlight scattered by t h e  planet's atmosphere, before 
entering the  optical system. 
6 . Experimenter' s Role 
It is not enough t h a t  the d a t a  t o  be analyzed be given t o  experi- 
menters competent i n  the  field, For i t s  effect ive interpretation, an 
- a pr io r i  division of the data, such &e peaks versus valleys,  o r  
ul t raviolet  versus vis ible ,  should be avoided. The observed spectra 
will be a result of emission, absorption, and scattering. 
terrestrial experience, we expect one or  t w o  of these mechanisms t o  
From 
predominate at certain wavelengths and positions on the disk. 
incoming data will be the first of their kind, and only their inspection 
can tell 
A corollary to this important provision is the necessity for close 
cooperation among the experimenters during the period of data analysis. 
The 
us what mechanisms are involved individually or in combination. 
The authors hope to get the following information from the Venus 
spectrometer experiment if performed as recommended above, including 
a partial scam of the visible part of the spectrum taken at various 
planetary phase angles. 
a. Detection, and possible determination of the amount, of 
ozone in the Venus atmosphere; also, if twilight data 
are obtained, knowledge of the relative position of the 
ozone layer. 
Detection of molecular oxygen in the uppermost layers. b. 
e. Detection of other gaseous constituents with strong 
absorptions in the u i t r m i o l z t .  
If ozone is detected, the relative depth uf the underlying 
gaseous atmospheres above the clouds or r;urface. 
d. 
e.  From the character of the ultraviolet visible continuum, 
a determination of whether or not the atmosphere above the 
clouds or surface is gaseous, or whether there are high 
cloud or dust layers as proposed by Edson and others. 
A lucky scan may indicate specular reflection from the 
underlying surf ace. 
f. 
If the spectrum is limited to wavelengths shorter than 40002, 
items e, f, and possibly d, will be unattainable. 
It i t3  clearly understood that the spectrometry experimenti does 
not have the same mission or design as the photometry and polarization 
experiment proposed by one of us several months ago. 
the present experiment i t 3  well designed for its primary mission. 
The obdect of this chapter is to show that considerably deeper layers 
of the atmosphere of Venus can be probed with little additional effort. 
We believe that 
V ON THE: GEZERAL CIRCULATION OF 
THE PLANETARY ATMOSWERES'** 
The two fundamentaJ. forma of general circulation of a planetary 
atmosphere, the syrmnetric Hadley regime and the Rossby wave regime, are 
described. It i s  sham that both circulation regimes transport heat fram 
the low-latitude heat BOUTCP! to high-latitude cold 80urce) and that both 
regime8 produae the kinetic energy necessary t o  maintain the circulation 
against friotional dissipation. 
Uslng Q two-layer model of the atmosphere, it is shown that thermal 
eQul1lbrium will be eatabllahed in the symmetric regime when 
where 
= t h e  tempcrature at the middle level of the at;mOsphere T2 
P, = latitude 
R = rotation rate of the planet 
g 
R* = universal gas constant 
c 
acceleration of gravity at the surface of the planet 
= specific heat at constant pressure 
P 
-% u- 
Summary of a Paper i n  preparation. 
m a man molecular weight o f  the atmospheric gas 
p = vertical eddy visoosity 
AQ = net heating of the atmos-re between the equator and the 
Y =  
yd 
central latitude 
vertical lapse rake 
adiabatic lapse rate 
But ,t I s  also shown that ,e requirement for dynamic s tabi l i ty  of 
the  symmetric regime i s  
the synnnetric circulation w i l l  be b t h e d  equilibrium and dynsmically 
stable 
and 
then, 8s shown the paper, t h e  symwtric regbe  w i l l  be unstable, 
md. l  disturbances will grow and the circulation w i l l  change into the 
wave regime, with the number of traves around the planet given by 
where a is  the radius of the planet. 
In the wave regime thermal equilibrium is  quickly reached, 
where 
8 = the net poleward heat transport by the waves, at  the central  
l a t i t ude  
= the surface pressure p, 
n = the wave nmber 
fZ = the phase difference between the isotherms and the stream- 
l ines  of tile vaves 
V2 = the flmplitutle of the mvcG a t  t,hn rLLidCUe level of t h a  a,t.r.ios- 
ph ? 1.c 
But the wave regime, unlike the qmmetric regime, is not a fiteady-stak 
circulation. 
it is "permanently convective,'' with new waves growing when the old ones 
die out. 
It i s  a stable regime of circuWiion unly i n  tine sense tnak 
Them1 equilibrium is maintained only i n  the long-term average. 
In the Wper, the theory i s  tentatively applied t o  the atmocphercs 
of Mars and Venus as well as t o  the Earth (using f o r  1.Ia.r~ and Vsnus trlmt 
the  author believes are reasonable guesses fo r  the c r i t i c a l  parameters 
S, p andn) with the foJlmrinG results: 
On Earth, according t o  tile theory, i n  both winter and surmncr the 
stable form of the  General circulation i s  the wave remme w i t h  wave 
number 5 or 6 -- which i s  i n  good agreement with observations. 
On bars, i n  the winter hemisphere the stzble circulation is the 
wave regime with ~ f a v e  n W e r  3. 3 u t  i n  the s m e r  hcrnispherc or" I.hrs 
the 6ynrmetric regbne is the sh3 le  one* 
on venue, assuming n <+I, the c r i t i c a  wave ntLmber is 
less than one, and therefore, regardless of the relative rnagniturks 
, the symmetric ciraulation is the 
stable regime throughout the par.  
Y, Mintz 
The evidence of the centimeter radiation from Venus indicating 
that the surface temperature is very high 6eems difficult to reconcile 
with the an8lYSiS of the temperature and circulation of the Venus 
atmosphere presented in RAND Paper P-2003 (Temperature and Circulation 
of the Venue Atmosphere, Y. Mintz, May 27, 1960). 
the current theoretical work of Dr. Douglas Jones of JPL on possible 
radio emission by the Venus ionosphere is particularly important. 
In this regard, attention should be dram to an interesting feature 
of the 8-m radiation as given in the paper by A.D. Kuz'min and A.E. 
Salomonovich, "Radio Bnission from Venus in the 8-mm Bandwidth", 
Soviet Astronomy, 3, 279 (1960). 
when the phase of Venus changes from inferior conjunction to one in 
which about a third of' the disk is illuminated by the sun, the 
brightness temperature averaged over the whole disk increases by 
about 100°K. This indicates that the local brightness temperature of 
the sunlit side is a few hundred degrees higher than that of the dark 
side. It is very difficult to believe that the true surface tempera- 
ture of the planet can vary by this amount - especially when the 
10-micron radiometric temperature varies hardly at a l l  from the sunlit 
to the dark side. 
For this reason, 
In this paper, it is shown that, 
A more plausible interpretation is t h a t  the ionospheric 
temperature increases with elevation ( let  us say, by something of 
the order of 5 t o  10' per kilometer) and that the electron density 
is greater on the sunlit side than on the dark side t o  the extent 
that the effective level of the microwave emission is of the order 
of 50 t o  100 km higher i n  elevation on the sunlit side than on the 
dark aide - and, hence, the greater observed brightness on the Bunlit 
Bide. Thie would imply, also, a change of the longer microwave 
radiations with the phase of the planet. 
But, alternatively, one m i g h t  regard the day-to-night difference 
i n  intensi ty  as due t o  the 8-nnn wavelength being exactly i n  the 
t ransi t ion zone, 80 that during the night the 8-mm raddation comes 
mainly f m  the v is ib le  cloud level of the planet; but during the 
day, with the increase of ion density, the c r i t i c a l  wavelength 
s h i f t s  t o  a shorter value and the  8-mn~ radiation then comes mainly 
from the  high temperature ionosphere. 
wavelengthe would not show the change with phase of the planet. 
fn  t h i s  case the longer 
VI1 A BOTE ON AIs.lOSPHl33IC ENTRY: 
bfARS VERSUS VBNS 
0. Schilling 
Considering the landing on a planet as one of the long-range 
objectives of our space program, it would appear that, for economy of 
engineering effort, such efforts should be concentrated on Mars 
rather than Venue. In comparison t o  Earth or Venus, entry into the 
Martian atmosphere apparently requires considerably lower decelera- 
tions, because of both the lesser planetary mass and the more gradual 
variation of density with altitude. Quoting from recent work by 
Carl Gazley Jr. (Atmospheric Entry, RAM) Paper P-2052, 15 July 1960), 
deceleration based on currently accepted models for planetary 
atmospheres, is generally one order of magnitude more favorable for 
Mars than for Venus. The numerical values below are indicative 
(values for Venus in parentheses) . 
Entry Direction Maximum 
(Degrees From Deceleration Maximum Heating 
Entry Velocity Horizontal) ( €4) (Degrees K)* 
Escape 
0 rbi tal 
90 18.3 (326) 1800 (3500) 
5 1.6 (28.6) 1300 (2600) 
90 9.2 (163) llc00 (2700) 
5 0.8 (14.3) 1100 (2100) 
Decay from satellite orbit 1.4. (8.9) 1100 (1900) 
*Equivalent radiation equilibrium temperature for m/CnA = 50 lrg/sq.m. 
It should be remembered that  new information on the constituents 
of the atmospheres of Mars and Venus could, of course, modify these 
estimates. 
In future planning, the following arguments will be relevant: 
0 Development and initial employment of an instrumented 
sounding capsule (drop sonde) for a 1$4 Venus probe, 
in a l l  likelihood, would be a difficult engineering 
development in spite of its high scientific 
desirability. 
0 Developnent and initial employment of a landing capsule 
for a 1964 Mars probe, on the other hand, should have a 
high probability of success within the given time 
schedule . 
0 In szdition, for 8 1964 Mars drop sonde? it may prove 
possible to consider geophysical landing experiments 
such as are under development for the lunar probes 
(seismometer, gamma-ray spectrometer, etc.) in 
addition to atmospheric experiments. 
V X I I  TOWARD A STRATEGY OF SCIENTIFIC SPACE EXPIDRATION 
A. Wilson 
The scientific exploration of space presents a plethora of problems 
Involving dealsione euch a81 
questions whloh the scient;if'icr prograin should seek to answer, what 
observatlonfi W i l l  bee% provide the mawem, in what order should observa- 
t ions be maaet, w i t h  what Instruments, fmm what locations, et@., etc. 
Tbe ocaqplex an& lnterlockAn& mture of these c;luestions aer ta in ly  
req&w!S that sonie 802% af a gtrategx of sc ien t i f ic  exploration be 
derived tbat o m  pravlda ar ihr la  for making decisions leading t o  the 
best program for mquiring eignificant knowledge. 
what  sre the central and most significant 
Although this problem i s  orders of magnitude more complex than the 
UElUal dynamia decision-making configurations encountered i n  industry, it 
should be possible through a system approach t o  identify the competing 
requirements and isolate  aam of the specific problems t o  be solved. 
A system can be visualized whose structure consists of material 
comgomnts such 858 instrum@nt carriers; sensors; together w i t h  data storage, 
filtering, and transmiasion devices; and also abstract  components such 
BB scientific hypotheses, experimental techniques, and reduction proceeees. 
!l%is ie 8 B y 8 t e m  whose primary function is t o  acquire - not jus t  data - 
but knowledge. It m y  be appropriately termed an epistcmologLcal system. 
A problem a s i s i n G  i n  the comparison of various epistemoloGica1 
systems IEI t o  dcviee a measure of t h e i r  re la t ive capabili t ies wlzich w i l l  
conetitute a figure of merit f o r  specific a s s i m n t n .  One such useful 
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measure is provided by the concept of an information space. 
As an introduction t o  the Idea of an i n s t m n t - s y s t e m  Information 
space, the process of direct  photography provideo a ~ o o d  example. 
The principal parameters of a pho topph ic  system may be regarded 
a0 dimensions. 
region photopphed, the brightnesa dimension (which is recorded as 
photopraphlc density) 
I n  each of these dimensions there are bounds which define the range and 
R threshold which seta the resolving poweq. 
These are the two l inear  o r  ang,uhr dimensions of tha 
the spectral climcnsion, and the temporal dimension. 
Table 1 defines these 
quantit ies for each p~r~ltxl~ter. 
Al.#wugh there i s  not complete symmetry anone the parameters vhen 
considered i n  this way, we may none the leas construct a five- 
dimensional "Instrument Information Space" whose extension is determined 
by the mngee, end which can be divided in to  infomJGion ce l l s  whose 
s h e a  are determined by the several resolving parers. 
Direc t  phat0mapkl.c Obseieqatloiie of plmets c ~ ~ s t r a i n e d  
the fol lar ing four factors: 
1) the optical  and photographic parruncters such as telescopic 
aperture, emulsion sensit ivity,  grain, contrast, etc. j 
2) 
3) 
re lat ive motions of the instrument and f i e l d  being photographed; 
the location of the i n c t m c n t  with respect t o  the planet 
being apl0red.j 
4) 
Item 1 ts W y  discussed by de Vaucoulcurs. 
ccmsiderations of technical and economic feasibi l i ty .  
Q 
I t e m  2 re fers  Lo 
the &gmamic s t ab i l i t y  of the telescope-cmWra cystcm, periods of natural  
'-"Planetary Actronomy f r o n  Satellite-Substitute Vehicles," Cliap. 11, 
AjjIfDC-TR-60-6 
osci3latlons, Gaidmce, m d  t o  relative . n ~ ~ t i o n s  ccuse by planetary 
rotations, movement of the i n c t r w n t  carrier, etc. 
the l U t i n C  effects of aeeinG, slcy brightness, and spectral  trans- 
mission properties of t h e  earthlo atmosphere, alco the effects  of 
diatance t o  the planet on the linear field of view and linear resolving 
parer. Item 4 involves the sizes of instruments which may be practically 
carried in  balloons, placed i n  orbit about the earth or carried i n  fly-by 
probes and planetary landing capsules. 
aonstraints of each system and the extent of' program economically feasible 
with each system. 
I t e n  3 involves 
It also involves the cost  
Table 2 gives ~llustmtive comparative instrument infomat ion  spaces 
for Mars for a telescope o f  60-inch aperture on the CRrth'6 surr"rtce, 
a =-inch telescope i n  a balloon at 100,000 feet  and a ?-inch telescope 
in EL t 4 - b ~  probe 10 ktu and 4 x 10 lan Prom the planet. 6 4 
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M. H. Davis and 0. F. Schilling 
Knowledge of the high atmospheres of the nearby planets is BO 
scanty that it is difficult to know where to begin in designing 
expcrlments to determine their nature. 
investigations is the exosphere of the earth. In this chapter, 
certain conclusions about the exosphere are derived f r o m  recent 
satellite data, and the suggestion is made that similar conditions 
may exist on the nearby planets. 
One starting point for such 
From orbi ta l  d a b  provided at approxirnatcly weekly intervals by 
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory for Oatcllitc 1960 107% OKE 
(Zcho), krc haw inferred prc1idnm-y mean denaity vdlles of the high- 
atmosphere between 1000 lrm and 1300 lun above the  international Geoid. 
Tlic technique used was ccscntidlly that described earlicr(l)  and made use 
of Stern's approximation formula(2) progrrnmued for  the ntll1D Jolmniac 
computer. However, because of the unique orbital behavior of the 
Echo Satellite, logarithmic tlensity gradients or scale heights did 
not have to be assumed but could be derived directly from the data. 
0 
Table 1 shows the computed mean atmospheric densities. 
Tracking inaccuracies and possible variations of the mass-area ratio 
of the satellite produce an uncertainty of about a factor of 2 in 
the tabulated results. Radiation pressure on the satellite does not 
affect the total energy of the satellite orbit and does not change the 
theory used for our density calculations. However, the resulting 
changes in perigee altitude permit the inference of densities at 
various heights as a self-consistent set o f  data f r o m  one single 
satellite. 
It should be noted that the value6 given in Table 1 are mean 
values averaged individually over successive intervals of from six to 
sixteen days. 
varied between latitudes 47' north and south, and passed in and out 
During the totaJ. time interval, the position of perigee 
of the earth's shadow. 
however, it was not felt that an evaluation 8s to possible diurnal, 
latitudinal, or seasonal variationo of the high atmosphere wa6 yet 
warranted. 
In view of the preliminary nature of the data, 
Fluctuations due to sporadic aolar activity could be expected to 
show distinctly in these mean values only if the resultant effects on 
the  earth's high atraosphcre prsdwe large an0 persistent changes in 
temperature and density. Major geomagnetic disturbances, as evidenced 
by the planetary magnetic three-hour-range indices, occurred around 
September 5, October 6, and November 13. 
plotted against time, there are indeed some indications that the 
mean density values on reference dates following these magnetic 
storms are somewhat raised over undisturbcd conditions. However, no 
definite conclusions regarding the influence of solar activity on 
exospheric density could be drawn from the data available to US. 
If the density data are 
The variation of the mean atmospheric density with altitude is 
shown in Figure 1. The mean gradient corresponds to an average 
density scale height of about 273 h between lo00 and 1500 h above 
the earth's surface. For comparison purposes, the figure also 
contains portions of the RANa Model I Atmosphere for latitudes 0' and 
45O, (3 )  aid the Smithsoniaa Interim Atmosphere Number 2.(4) Exemina- 
tion shows a general consistency of the data over the almost four- 
month period with surprisingly little scatter. 
On the basis of rocket and satellite data obtained at much 
lower altitudes, Jastrow and Bryant ('I predicted that the combination 
of diurnal fluctuations and solar effect6 would easily amount to 
density variations by two orders of magnitude at 1500 km altitude. 
If such exceedingly large fluctuations actually took place due to 
any cause, they should have shown in the mean values given here, 
unless they were of very short duration. 
constant-density scale height was fitted to the data of Fig. 1. The 
percentages by which the data in Table 1 deviated from this curve at 
given altitudes on the dates cited are listed in Table 2. 4s is 
evident, these variations are of the order of 35 per cent rather 
than orders of magnitude. 
A least-square curve of 
It appears to us that at least in regard to the variation of 
density with height the physical state of the very high atmosphere is 
rather close to an equilibrium condition. 
noticeable deviations in temperature and density but with a relatively 
fast return to the mean condition. In consequence, standard model 
atmospheres can be used when an approximation of the "climate" of the 
very high atmosphere is desired. The most striking evidence for this 
Solar effects may produce 
conclusion is implicitly contained in Figure 1, recalling that the 
early RAND Atmosphere Models were derived by Grimminger (3) some 
12 years ago and that the Smithsonian Interim Atmosphere was a 
mathematically rigid extrapolation of Just a f e w  preliminary data 
from the first two Soviet satellites. 
nation of climatic conditions t o  depicting and understanding the 
"weather" of the very high atmosphere is, of course, dependent on 
the accumulation curd careful analysis of data obtained at frequent 
intervals Over a long period of time. 
To progress from the desig- 
Since we have found such an apparent consistency in the 
exosphere of the earth, it might be reasonable to speculate that 
similar condition8 may exist in the high atmospheres of other plan@to. 
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X IUTPRESETJTATIOIT OF A N C U  RELATIONS IN A PROBE-CRJ!I!EGD COORDINATE 
SYSTEM FOR NASA SPACE PROBE: P-3'7 ( W S  FLY-BY1 
J. Kern 
To f ac i l i t a t e  evaluation of interplanetary spaae-pmbe experiments, 
a form o f  representation is required that depicts the a n g a r  relations 
of the sun, the probe, and the planet i n  a convenient and understand&d.e 
form. 
1960)0() , a probe-centered coordinate system was selected, Such a 
coordinate system permits us t o  depict the appearance of t;be planet 
as seen by M obocrver on the probe a t  a given t h e ,  Zt $8 also 
possible t o  represent in such a coordinate system the relative angular 
positions of the Bun, Earth, and the target planet at any time. 
th i s  chapter, a form of representation for  a probe-centered aoordlwte 
system ie described tha t  combines both o f  %he fea%ures mentioned above, 
and hence has the property of depicting eclipse and telemetry cut-off 
points f o r  trajectories that permit such events. 
I n  rtn ear l ie r  work on thio subject (Schilling and Deirmendjian, 
I n  
If a sphere of uni t  radius centered on the probe is imagined t o  
surround the probe, the points where the surface of the sphere ie 
pierced by l ines  frcuuthe probe t o  the target, t o  the earth, and t o  
tb fiun, display the sane angular relations with reapect t o  the center 
of the sphere as the ori&ml lines. 
center intersect the sphere in great circles. At any given tb, an 
Planes i n  spaoe .through the probe 
* 
Quarterly Technical Progrcso Report (I), Studies of the Physical 
PropeicZea of %lie n6on and Planets, Rb1-2661-JPLJ Sept. 30, 1960, pp. 9-60. 
adequate description of the probe traJectory tiill permit canstruction 
of the angular re lat ions noted above with respect to the probe. 
is desirable, hmever, to have a planar representation of such a 
It 
spherical surface which displays the angular relations and makes inter- 
pretation of such relations as simple as possible. 
A Form of generalized projection which has been used successfully 
for this typo o f  problem i s  the stereographio proJection. (*) Thc plane 
of projection is  a,n equatorial plane threugh the center of the sphere. 
The points at which a line normal to  a plane through the center of the 
sphere intersects the sphere are defined as the "poles" of the plane. 
The stereographic projection of any point on the sphere i s  the Inter- 
section of a, line drawn thrsugh the point fram a given pole of the 
sphere w i t h  a selected equatorial projection plane. In this manner 
any point on the hemisphere opposite the pole of projection can be 
represented on t h e  projection plane by a point inside 8 unlt circle with 
Umster correspcmding to tat of the sphere. Its the standard sbweo- 
graphic projection, points on the hemisphere on the s a w  side of the 
equatorial plane aa the pole of projection project outside of the unit 
circle on the equatorial glane. An adaption of this grojectlon technique 
I s  to change the'pole o f  projection for this hemisphere to the opposite 
pole on the unit 6phere. 
mapped l n e l d e  the unlt circle on the equatorial plane, but this makes 
If this is done, both haispheres can be 
a convention necessary for identifying points 3n the projection with the 
helllisphere of origin. 
Y 
7F 
See, for example, H i s s ,  D. VI and Tunell, G., Angular Relations of 
Lines and Planes, W. C. Brown, New Yorlt, 1959. 
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A13 hporctwnt property of the stereographic projection i s  that all 
c i r c l e s  on tlie sliliere project as circle6 o r  as straigkrt l ines  on the 
equatorial pluie. Circles on thc sphere me of two kinds: great circlee,  
corresponding t o  planes passing .through the  center of the sphere, and 
srustll circles ,  corresponding t o  planes which do not pass tlmugh the 
center of the sphere. 
appear as diameters of the equatorial unit circle, All other meat 
A l l  great c l rc les  through the poles o f  projection 
c i rc les  proJect as c i rc les  passing through the extremities of d l w t e r s  
of the eymtor i a l  unit circle.  Another Important property of the 
stereographic projection I s  t h a t  angles between great; c i rc les  are 
projected In the i r  truu value@. It is possible t o  u t i l i z e  these 
two properties t o  develop construction tecirniquerj for solution of 
spherical trlruigles, and for  tlic deterulination of an- relations 
between great circles. P lo t t i ng  and macuring angles on a 8tereographlc 
projection, and hence solution of problems involving great circles ,  is 
greatly si:ll;?lified when a stcreogr2phiz nct is cqployed. h e;;wg&e 
of such a net is shown i n  Figure 1 due t o  G. Wulff. Called the Vulf 
net ,  the example sliown i l lus t ra tes  great and small c i rc les  for  every 
a l te rnutc  degree, und caiz bc visualized as the stereoaraphic paojectian 
on a meridional plane of lines of geowaphlc longitude and l a t i t u b .  
Graphical solutions of problcms dealing wi th  an- relations 
between l ines  and planes i n  space may be obtained by plot t ing the Unes 
and planes with the aid of such a stereographic net and reading the 
an&Les directly fram the net. Graphical eolutlons with the aid o f  a 
carefully constructed stereographic net  will be within the allowable 
limits of error  f o r  many problems, This is almost certain to be the 
case fo r  interpretation of many of the experiments from an inter- 
planetmy probe, since e m r s  involved In 60lut10n' of spherical tr iangles 
can be reduced to l e s a  than 2 1/2 degree on a net of 20-centimcter 
diemeter. Net6 are mailable with diameters exceeding centimetern. 
The stereographic projection casl be conveniently used as a form of 
representation fo r  the environment oP aa b t e r p h e t a r y  probe. 
particular, consider the appearance o f  the ta ree t  p h e t  as seen O r a n  
the probe. I n  t h i s  case a reference axis may be taken along the 
direction fmn the probe to the g b e t .  Then the poles o f  projection 
f o r  a unit smre surrounding the probe are taken on this axis. As 8 
In  
b w e  for angular measure abwt thie axis, the plane containing the 
-get glsunet, the Sun, arid the probe i s  taken. 
planet Une l e  the intersection of this plane with the plane containing 
the target planet, Earth, and the probe. figure 2 iUustratee %he 
r s l a t l o n e  outllned above. The proJection of the target planet on me 
Ult Sphere an& omsequently the e te reopph ic  projection o f  the target 
anto the central  plana of the unit sghere normal t o  the probe--target 
ax is  w U l  display the angulsr relations of subtended angle, position of 
terpllrrator, eta., vieible from the probe. The direction vectors frm 
tba probe 2;o the sun and earth, regarded as points on the unit sphere, 
a m  ale0 be projeated onto this equatorial plane. The convention of 
u8- ealid dote t o  represent points projected fromthe hemisphere away 
t m m  the target pl .~~~iet  and open circles t o  represent points projectea 
f r o m  the hemisphere towrd the target planet, locates the projected 
points on the sphere. The exception t o  this w i l l  be of course the 
target planet projection, which is always oriented by the above selection 
Note that the probe- 
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of the reference acis. 
If the probe is  intended t o  approach the  target planet t o  Wthin+ 
a few times i t o  diameter, l ess  than a complete hemisphere of the plaJnet 
w i l l  be visible from the probe. The g e m t r y  of t h i s  situation is such 
that  the half angle cubtended by the planet 8 2 sin-' a/R, where a i e  
the target planetary radius, and R is  the probe--planet center 
separation. 
probe directions at  the center of the target i s  $if; given the angle 8 
It can be shown that i f  the angle between the sun and 
the poaition of the teMninator as seen fram the probe w i l l  be shown i n  
Figure 3. The Sun--probe--pla,net plane i n  th i e  proJection cantains tb 
sun-planet line; hence the terminator is normal t o  this plane, 
the entire hemisphere Of the planet La visible,  the intersections of 
If 
the terminator with t h e w t  of the vis ible  disk l i e  on a. Une normal 
t o  the sun--probe--planet plane through the reference axis. 
approach causes the intersection to  depart f romthis  line i n  the 
dj-rectien opposite t r ?  the sun. 
be shown to specify th i s  departure. 
Close 
-1 me annla --w u = sin (CQE B tan81 can 
llze angle between the terminator 
and the probe--target l ine,  measured in the sun--probe--planet plane, it3 given 
Representation of the positions of the sun and earth relative t o  
the  probe i n  the system described above i s  simply a m t t e r  of (1) laying 
off the angle S of the sun f m a t h e  reference axis i n  the sun--probe-- 
planet plane, ( 2 )  locating the diameter representing the earth--pmbe-- 
planet plane with respect t o  the sun--probe--planet pLane by laying 
out the included angle 7 and finally (3) laying out the an@ E of the 
pmbe--earth direction with respect to the reference axis. 
the relations of these angles for  one hypothetical probe position are 
I n  Figure 3, 
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shown together with the appearance of the target and the  various 
parameters discussed i n  the preceding paragraph. 
Figure 4 i l lus t ra tes ,  i n  a planet-centered stereographic Projection, 
a naminal trajectory f o r  a Venus fly-by supplied by SPL. 
indicated i n  the diagram are those f o r  trhich computed orb i ta l  data are 
sva ihb le  that  permit calculation of the parmters necessary f o r  the 
projection representation discussed above. 
sun, and earth are shown, the plane of pro3ection being the Sun-Venus- 
Earth plane, 
plane diagram, 
;in interpreting transmitted data from a geographic scan, since transforma- 
t ions of geographic coordlnates f o r  G C ~  data positions from one arbitrary 
system t o  another can be easi ly  mde using stereographic ne t  techniques. 
For example, one convenient coordinate system f o r  data analysis might be 
one i n  which the north geographic pole is taken on the probe--target 
line with a reference meridian taken in  tine om-probe-Venus plane; 
transformation of positions given i n  t h i s  coordinate system t o  another 
msy be desirable, say t o  one In  which the equakorial plane is the target  
o rb i t a l  plane (Venus) o r  t o  one based on the axis of rotation of the 
target  (Mars). 
most of the data frm a space probe, transformations of th i s  type can 
be quiclrly performed, with the additional advantage that the form of 
representation lends itself' t o  visualization of the angular relations 
The positions 
Relative directions of probe, 
Planet--probe distances could be shown in a probe orb i ta l  
Such a planet-centered representation might be h e l p w  
Within the limits of  accuracy required fo r  ana~yois of 
Involved 
Figures 5A, B, C, D, E, and F shar the resul ts  of applying the 
projection technique t o  each of' the trajectory positions shown in F i m  4. 
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The path of a hypothetical geographic s a  i s  ehown in each of the 
proJections. 
to the sun--eastb--probe plane. Note the relative mation of the 
tenninator and scan path through the sequence of positions. This 
trajectory is not coplanar with the sun--Venus--Earth plane, hence 
the t raJectory  shown i e  jA@rely schematic. 
This  can is  oriented at an angle of 19' to the no& 
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Fig. 2- Proba- centered sphere for s+ereog+aphic 
projection of planet and probe environment 
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o Open circles = Points projected b o r n  uni+ spherc 
hewisphere oppoaitu taraet pkqd 
e Solid circks = Point3 projected fro+n unit s p h m  
hemisphere facing +tar@ planet 
\ \ 
\ I ' I IS.\ \ \ / 
Fig. 3 - Stereogrophic representation of  hypothetid 
probe envitonmen t i I 1  us t rati  ng para rneta rs presented 
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Sun 
Sun - plan+ - e a d h  phase angle = 136.431' 
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Fia. 5 A  - For nomenckature see fig.3 
Probe position shown in fig.4 
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XI ORBIT DJ3lXM.tIJA?'IO?J FRO14 TERMlNAl'OR OBSERVATIONS 
T e  W. Mullikin 
1. Introduction 
It will be a very difficult problem to determine the orbit of a 
probe moving in the vicinity of one of the other planets solely by 
means of observations of the probe made from the earth. 
reaBon, methoda should be inveetigated by which the orbit might be 
derived from observations made f r o m  the probe or orbiter itself. 
such method is discussed here. 
For this 
One 
We shall consider a probe in the vicinity of a planet a6 moving 
We shall show that it is  possible to determine in a two-body orbit. 
orbit parameters from exact observation6 of the terminator, the great 
circle defined by the hemisphere illuminated by the E**, in its 
various aspects during the motion of the probe in its orbit. 
preliminary considerations of this are given in Sec. W of RM-2661.m. 
This metho4 of orbit determination is appealing because of its 
Some 
instrumental simplicity. However, it appears that it is very sensi- 
tive to observational errors which, even for perfect instruments, are 
present in observations of a planet with an atmosphere since then the 
terminator is not a distinct arc, 
follows, we do not make a thorough error analysis, nor do we consider 
how the estimates of orbit parameters might be improved by statistical 
methods 
In the elementary analysis that 
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As a single method for orbit determination th i s  does not look 
promising. Observations of the terminator might be useful, however, 
i n  providing additional input t o  a differential-correction procedure 
fo r  improving estimates of the orbi t  parameters obtained by other 
means 
2. !he Terminator &&.e 
We specify a coordinate system (Fig. 1 )  centered a t  the planet 
with the  y-1: plane i n  the orb i t  plane of the  planet arowr(lthe sun. 
The sun is "at infinity" on the z-axis.* 
We neglect the motion i n  iner t ia l  space of t h i e  coordinate 
system aa well 88 oolar end planetary perturbations. 
a probe will then be epeaified by Eulerian angles (Fig. 1) n 
The orbi t  of' 
I anfl 
$ and by the  radial diatance r from the center of the  planet 
2 
= 1 + €pcos ($ 4 7 '  . (2.1) 
Here g is proportional t o  the constme t o t a l  mgular momentum per 
uni t  mass. 
r fo r  
hyperbolic orb i t  and less than 1 f o r  an elliptic orbit. 
motion is related t o  t h e  by the equation 
If d denotes the distance a t  alosest approaoh, i .e. 
PO , then C = p2/d - 1, which is greater than 1 for a 
The orbi ta l  
2 L p k  dt (2.2) 
*Nomenclature f o r  t h i s  chspter is l i s t e d  at  the end of the  chapter. 
In the x, y, z coordinate system the terminator of the planet 
has a parametric representation 
where R i s  the radius of the planet (plus 8 cloud layer p rhsps )  
(Fig. 2). 
The radius vector 1: of the probe will be expressed by 
where the direction cosines pI, p2, and p3 are expressed in Eulerian 
angles by 
= cos v cos n - sin A s in  $ cos I , v1 
= cos $ sin A + c o s A  sin $ uo8 I (2 .5)  p2 
p3 = s in  $ s i n  I . 
We want an expression f o r  the angle 7 made a t  the probe by the 
vector - P to the center of the  planet ~5 the vector 9 to a pi& an 
the terminator. By vector analyeis 
Since 
. 
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This specifies 3' a6 a function of Jr as the probe moves i n  the 
orb i t  given by (2.1) and ( 2 0 5 ) ~  where A 
parameters and (d is a f r ee  variable. 
I, w , p and € are  
Both fo r  practicali ty of the observation we have i n  mind and 
f o r  mathematical simplicity, we will choose # as a function of Q in 
such a way t h a t  CJ is the vector t o  the nearest point on the  terminator. 
Since 9 is t o  be a minimum with 8, we have 
or 
t a n $ = -  p2 
% 
(2.10) 
This choice of $d also puts 3, and the  %-axis in the eame plane. 
We shal l  always take 7 BO that 0 5 7 ,< %/2 Then (2.10) i n  
(2.7) gives 
t a n 7  = A , B 5 s i n  Q sin I. (2.11) 
We also assume that I > 0 
r - R  
We have changed notation from p t o  f3 
80 that the orbi t  does not lie i n  the terminator plane. 
3 
Since the terminator is not vieible  when the probe enters the 
2 2 cylinder x + y2 < R , equation (2.11) i s  physically meanlngPul only 
f o r  r $ T >  R . We speak of t h i s  cylinder as the "shadow". 
For an e l l i p t i c  orbi t  the angle 7 is  a periodic function of $. 
For a hyperbolic orbi t  the angle $ ranges through the interval 
(2.12) Yr -1 1 -1 1 2 w - - - s in  < 111 < w + 5 + s i n  
If we asBume t ha t  the point of closest approach is  on the sunlit side 
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. of the planet so that 0 < 0 < I[, then the angle 7 ha8 different 
behavior depending on whether both, one or none of the? following 
inequalit i e 8 holds : 
w < z + s i n  r[ -1 (7) 1 
In Fig. 3 the different possibilities are illustrated by graphs 
showing qualitative behavior of tan 7 as a function of $ . 
3. Orbit Determination 
We assume that the probe hse instruments that measure two 
quantities. 
to the probe to the center of the planet and therefore the quantity 
l3 = - cos 8 
the radius vector of the probe in the sun-probe-planet plane and is 
oriented always toward the terminator plane. It detects a arossing 
of the terminator, and records the va lw of p at which ?'= C& 
There could, of course, be several of these instruments or one with 
a variable angle d . 
(1) One instrument measures the angle e from the sun 
(2) Another instrument is offnet an angle C& f r o m  
The angle a, has to be chosen s m a l l  enough that four observations 
are obtained near the terminator plane and outside the shadow. 
For the hyperbolic orbit, (i) of Fig. 3 is the only favorable 
situation for obtaining four good observation8 for a single offset 
angle OG . 
these are for large radial distances where the orbit, because of 
solar perturbations, is not strictly hyperbolic. With two offset 
angles, four observations can always be obtained. 
In (ii) four observations are possible; however, two of 
-0- 
/ I '  
PR06f  
M 
PROBE 
t a n  Y 
-?r 
tan 7 tan I 
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For e l l i p t i c  orbi ts ,  there i s  the opportunity of ad;lusting a, 
as well as obtaining many observations because in th i s  case the 
motion is periodic, I n  fac t ,  repeated calculations of the orb i t  
elements and a determination of their variation could conceivably be 
u s e d t o  estimate perturbations, provided the observational errors 
can be made emall. 
We suppose then that we have four Independent exact observations 
(3, f o r  which 7 = ai, i = 1, ..., 4; the ai may or  may not be diet inat .  
If we assume that  R is known in (2.11), we obtain immediately the 
radial distances 
From the equations (2a1) an8 (2.5) W obtain 
2 
sin I (Bin I cos 1 + pi t an  w ) = t o 1  I cosW 
sin I s in  qi = pi . 
Thie is a s e t  of eight equations for the elgllC unknown $, 1 = 1, 
2 
a a e p  4, C , p , 0 and I ( 0 < 1s * ) The orbi t  parameter 3 
cannot be determined by these observations since the terminator is 
assumed invariant under.rotstion about the e-axis. 
For brevity we set 
X = sin I cos $i 1 
and reduce (3.2) t o  
X i -  = + 6- f 
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€ cos 0 s =1 - r2 (3.5) 
x + p  t anor  , s in  I rl (xl + p, tano - r 2 ( 2  2 
r3x3 (rl - r2) + rlxl (r3 - r2) + r 2 2  x (rl - r3) (3.7) t a n l d  - @lrl Cr2 - r3) + P2r2 (r3 - rl) + r3B3 b2 - rl) , 
By repeated squaring of the equation (3.8) and UBB of (3.4), 
we obtain a fourth degree polpa?al  in  sin' I, which one hnpes will 
have a single real posritiva roof;, The correct choice of sign f o r  
the xi is given by thm sign of' coa qi, which should be obvious f r o m  
the observations. 
the xi are determined cand then also tanu, p2 and 0 from the 
above equations. 
When the quantity s in  I is  cmputed from (3.8) 
The computation has therefore been reducedto the 
solution of 8 fourth degree polynomial. 
4. Error Analysis 
We shall not give a thorough error analysis of the computations 
outlined in the previous section. 
of these computations to observational errors and t o  orbit position 
relative to the terminator. 
Rather we indicate the sensitivity 
First of all it should be obeemed that, for special orbits, 
(3.7) does not determine sin I if observations are made with a f lxed 
offset angle a! . 
an identity, since the four observations are really only two because 
of symmetry of the orbit relative to the terminator plane. This can 
be avoided, of course, by using different values of the offset 
angle a , but it indicates the possible singular nature of the 
equations 
If 0 = 4 
2 
then it is  easy to show that (3.7) is 
If we assume R known i n  (3.1), it follows that errors in r are 
proportional to errors in observations of the angle 0 . 
constant of proportionality is esse,n,+,id.ly l/tm a ; which is large 
since the observations are made near the terminator plane where a! 
is near zero. The relative error u i s  not s m a l l  either, since 
g = - cos 8 and 8 is near 11/2 . Similar statements hold for errors 
in p . 
But the 
r 
2 
c 
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NOMENCIATURE 
For Chapter x;l 
d = radial distance a t  closest approach t o  planet center 
I = inclination angle (Eulerian angle) 
k = ‘duniversal constant of gravitation times mas8 of planet 
- P 5 vector from probe t o  planet center 
9 = vector from probe t o  point on terminator 
p = 
R = radius of planetary disk 
+ . (angular momentum per unit mass) 
r p: radial dietance of probe t o  planet center 
i = sin f C 0 8  9 xi 
Q! = offset  angle of tenulnator detector 
5, = same as p 
d 
3 
7 = anglebetweng and% 
= orbi ta l  eccentricity 
8 = sun-probe-planet angle 
plj p2, p3 
Ib See Fig. 2. 
9 See Fig. 1. ( m e r i m  angle) 
fi = node ( N e r i a n  angle) 
0 = argument of perifocus 
= direction cosines of - P
